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Abstract—In this paper, we introduce a new platform for
integrated development of visual surveillance algorithms, named
as PIL-EYE system. In our system, any functional modules and
algorithms can be added or removed, not affecting other modules.
Also, functional flow can be designed by simply scheduling
the order of modules. Algorithm optimization becomes easy by
checking computational load in real time. Furthermore, com-
mercialization can be easily achieved by packaging of modules.
The effectiveness of the proposed modular architecture is shown
through several experiments with the implemented system.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, lots of researches on intelligent visual surveillance
systems including detection, tracking and behavior analysis
algorithms are in progress. Many of the concepts of current
visual surveillance systems are prototyped under the Video
Surveillance And Monitoring (VSAM) program [1]. There has
been a significant number of recent projects on developing
surveillance system. Among the earlier automated surveillance
systems, Pfinder [2], W4 [3] and UCF Knight [4] are the ones
well known. They successfully achieved detection and tracking
tasks in various environments. However, the papers mainly
focuses on the individual algorithms and there is no comment
on how to combine them in systematic view.

There are a few papers on the architecture of visual surveil-
lance system. [5], [6], [7] and [8] reviewed many different
surveillance systems and their architectures briefly. The sys-
tems reviewed vary in camera types (such as IR, thermal,
multi camera etc.) and system types (distributed, centralized
or network). Because the architectures are originally designed
for their specific purposes, generalization is difficult manner.

Wijnhoven et. al. [9], Delgado et.al. [10] and Vallejo
et.al. [11] presented a flexible architecture for a distributed
knowledge-based system. Multi-agent technology and ontolo-
gies are used to represent knowledge. The architecture is
flexible enough to be applied to different problems, but it is
not appropriate for testing and comparing newly developed
algorithms. In IBM S3 [12], an open and extensible framework
by using a plug and play framework for video analytics has

been developed and generated event meta-data are sent to the
database. Saini et. al. [13] presented a flexible surveillance
system which is portable, extensible and dynamic. The system
has also a modular architecture, but the role of each module
is structurally fixed and the modules are closely connected to
each other. This property is not appropriate for developing an
algorithm of novel pipeline.

In this paper, we present an open and flexible architecture
for easily integrating multiple independently developed tech-
nologies in a common framework, and developing new intel-
ligent visual surveillance algorithms efficiently. We develop
a real-time intelligent visual surveillance system named as
perception and intelligence lab - enhance your eye (PIL-EYE)
system by applying flexible modular system architecture. We
set system independent requirements which are necessary for
comfortable and successful development of intelligent visual
surveillance algorithms for actual projects. The following is a
list of the requirements:

• Addition and removal of new algorithm should be easy.
• Tuning the algorithm for a given video stream should be

simple, and parameter change should affect algorithms
immediately.

• Computational time and memory consumption can be
monitored in real time.

• Algorithm module can be developed in any programming
language.

• System operates independent to video input devices.

II. THE PIL-EYE ARCHITECTURE

The PIL-EYE system is composed of many modules con-
sisted of many algorithms. As in Fig. 1, the main manager
exists in the core which “manages” the whole system flow
and resources. Each task module (e.g. detection module,
tracking module, etc.), is connected to the main manager and
instantiated through the task engine. Under each task engine, a
wrapper-like algorithm engine exists for each algorithm which
is actually run to achieve surveillance tasks.

To keep the system architecture from being harmed during
development, we defined the following three principles. These



Fig. 1. PIL-EYE system architecture and hierarchical structure.

rules are key factors to make the system stable and flexible.
1) The system consists of instances of each module.
2) All communications are hold within child-parent rela-

tionship.
3) No communication between children nor between par-

ents.

As in Fig. 1, since the main manager communicates only
with task engines, it is algorithm independent. Also, algorithm
engine acts as a wrapper for each individual algorithm, making
the task engine algorithm independent as well. At the same
time, the algorithm developers do not need to care about
the platform or OS, since the algorithm engine wraps the
algorithm to fit the platform.

A. Main Manager

As in Fig. 1, the main manager is the core of the system.
Every task module, instantiated by a task engine, is connected
to the main manager. To follow the three principles defined
before, the main manager maintains a data pool which holds
pointers to the results of each modules inside. Each module
collects the necessary data from this data pool and runs.
Therefore, each task module becomes independent from one
another. The main manager also governs the flow of the
system, determining which module should be run after one
another. Thus, to change the system flow, only the scheduling
part of the main manager needs to be fixed.

B. Task Engine

A task module exists for each task (such as tracking and
detection), and each task module is instantiated through a
task engine. A task engine manages the necessary resources it
needs to run each algorithm engine and their results. The data
kept at the main manager data pool are pointers to these actual
data in each task engines. A task engine also determines which
algorithm engine should be run, acting as a manager for each
task. Each task engine may have different I/O depending on
the type of task it is targeted for. However, every task engine
has the same interface; Init, Run, UnInit. This standardized

Fig. 2. Implemented algorithms in the PIL-EYE system.
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Fig. 3. Two kinds of PIL-EYE GUI (a) GUI for development. (b) GUI for
test in a laptop.

interface makes the system flexible, meaning that task engines
can be freely pugged in and out of the main manager.

C. Algorithm Engine

The algorithm engine acts as a wrapper for each algo-
rithm (such as mean shift tracking [14] and particle filter
tracking [15]), standardizing the I/O and interface of each
algorithm. Therefore, each algorithm engine has the same I/O
and interface, making each algorithm look the same when
viewed from task engine’s perspective. Also, this standard-
ization makes each algorithm be developed independent from
OS of platform, and the system layer above algorithm engine
be algorithm independent.



TABLE I
SYSTEM PROPERTY COMPARISON. O, E, F, T AND C IMPLY OPENNESS,

EXTENSIBILITY, FLEXIBILITY, TRANSPARENCY AND

COMMERCIALIZATION, RESPECTIVELY. (N/A STANDS FOR ’NOT

ADDRESSED’.)

System O E F T C

Marcenaro et al. [16] No N/A Yes No N/A
SECRETS [17] No N/A N/A No N/A
Avanji et al. [18] No Yes N/A No N/A
Liu et al. [19] N/A N/A N/A No N/A
VSAM [20] N/A N/A N/A No N/A
Pfinder [2] No No No No N/A
W4 [3] No No No No Yes
Knight [4] No No No Yes Yes
IBM S3 [12] N/A Yes N/A Yes Yes
Saini et al. [13] Yes Yes Yes N/A Yes
Proposed System Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

III. THE PIL-EYE SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

The PIL-EYE system is composed of a single main manager
and 9 task engines. The whole system is implemented in C++
and uses VXL image plane format [21]. The system operates
on a windows PC, but only the task engines related to image
acquisition, actuation, and GUI are related with the OS, and
therefore can be easily ported to many platforms. The PIL-
EYE system is consisted of the following task engines and
video analysis technologies. (Illustrated in Fig. 2.)

Image Module: Processes video/image data from various
sources to VXL image format for use in the whole system.
Since various sources can be used, such as CCTV camera,
webcam, video, infrared camera, etc. several different video
acquisition technologies are employed in the algorithm level,
such as grabber board interface, usb grabber interface, and
video decoder.

GUI Module: Takes charge of displaying the systems results
and acquiring user control for both developers and end-users.
In the PIL-EYE system, we have implemented two GUIs. Both
are MFC-based GUI engines, one targeted for development,
and another targeted for end-users with less computation and
with simple GUI. The actual appearances of the GUI system
are Fig. 3.

Preprocessing Module: Removes noise and enhances the
images acquired from the image engine. To remove noises, rain
and snow removal filter [22] and other filtering algorithms are
employed. Contrast Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalization
(CLAHE) based enhancing technique [23] is implemented to
enhance the color information and low contrast caused by fog
or low light conditions. Also, a stabilizing algorithm [24] is
implemented to get rid of the camera shakes from winds or
other interferences.

Detection Module: Takes charge of detecting moving parts
in a video sequence generated by both static and moving
cameras. Several algorithms are implemented and developed
in the PIL-EYE system. Some well-known background sub-
traction algorithms [25]–[29] are implemented and new al-
gorithms [30]–[32] have been efficiently developed through
direct comparison with other implemented algorithms.

Omni-Tracking Module: Tracks a single object within a
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Fig. 4. The architecture of PIL-EYE is very flexible in designing system
flow. Block I stands for an image module. Block IC, P, D, OT, MT, B,
A and G are image check, preprocessing, detection, omni-tracking, multi-
tracking, behavior, actuation and GUI module respectively. Flow (a) is a
typical sequence of intelligent visual surveillance system [1], [42].

video sequence. The omni-tracking engine is usually targeted
for use with a PTZ camera. The target can be given by
user input, from detection engine result, from a combination
of the fore two, or even from some metadata. Especially,
using metadata makes direct comparison between implemented
algorithms easy, reducing development effort. Several trackers
are currently implemented in PIL-EYE system [14], [15],
[33]–[35].

Multi-Tracking Module: Uses data association techniques
and basic sampling strategy on detection engine results to
assign and keep track of moving object within the video
sequence.

Behavior Module: Analyzes results from other engines, and
if necessary, operates on its own to automatically understand
the observed video sequence. For this purpose, trajectory
analysis using detection and tracking information [36], scene
understanding based on topic model [37], [38], face classi-
fication [39], object recognition [30] and abandoned object
detection [40], are implemented.

Image Check Module: Periodically checks whether the
current input images are appropriate for video analysis. We
have implemented methods for camera covering detection and
automatic filter usage determination.

Actuation Module: Provides developers with an easy way
to plug-in actuation modules and controls the camera to put
the omni-tracked object to the center with desired size. Many
wide range surveillance applications, such as moving camera
detection [32] and PTZ tracking [41], actuate a Pan-Tilt-Zoom
(PTZ) motor, and can be easily implemented using this engine.

IV. PROPERTIES OF PIL-EYE ARCHITECTURE

The PIL-EYE system architecture has been able to achieve
five good properties for visual surveillance algorithm devel-
opment. Among the properties, openness and extensibility
are also mentioned as key desired principles in [12], [13]



Fig. 5. Configuration windows of PIL-EYE system. In the middle window,
activating functional modules are selected. Left(red) window shows detection
algorithm selection tab. Activating algorithm and its parameters can be
selected and adjusted. Right(black) window is tracking algorithm selection
tab.

and flexibility, transparency and commercialization are unique
characteristics of our system architecture. Table I shows com-
parisons of system properties.

A. Openness

The openness property means that the PIL-EYE system al-
lows integration of any algorithm, regardless of programming
language and platform for development. The algorithm engine
enables new algorithms to be freely plugged-in.

B. Extensibility

The functionality of system can be extended freely. The
modular structure makes it possible to add a new task module
or sensory device. The module also can be extended by adding
a new algorithm.

C. Flexibility

Because all the I/O interfaces of the task engine and
algorithm engine are standardized and independent to each
other, the system flow can be flexibly designed. This property
is very useful for a simultaneous performance comparison of
algorithms about the same video input data, and developing
an algorithm of a novel pipeline structure. Fig. 4 shows some
examples of possible system flows. The activating module and
algorithm selection can be selected simply checking dialog
boxes (Fig. 5).

D. Transparency

To develop an optimized system, computational time and
memory checking for each module is very important. The PIL-
EYE system can easily measure the computation time of indi-
vidual algorithms by measuring the time between independent
modules (Fig. 6(a)). Also the GUI engine can make a graph
of processing data when it is necessary. This helps to see a
flow of the algorithm (Fig. 6(b)).

(a) (b)

Fig. 6. (a) Checking the computation time of individual algorithm is possible
in PIL-EYE system architecture. (b) The graph shows the number of tracking
objects as time flows.

Fig. 7. Overview of PIL-EYE system GUI.

E. Commercialization

Because each module is independent and standardized, it
can be plugged-in on any PIL-EYE architecture system. So
newly developed algorithm can be easily commercialized as a
single module. Also configuring a system as a combination of
modules to meet the needs of the user is possible.

V. PERFORMANCE OF PIL-EYE

The proposed architecture was validated by applying it for
actual development of visual surveillance algorithms. Fig. 7
shows the implemented PIL-EYE system.

A. Synergy by Combining Modules

Although developing a perfect algorithm for all situations
is the ultimate goal of research, but there is no such algorithm
yet. The modular structure can provide a suitable visual con-
dition to developing algorithms by combining preprocessing
module. Also performance improvement by collaboration of
two different algorithm modules for the same video analysis
is possible. For example, the preprocessing module reduces
false alarms by filtering out noises and enhancing contrast of
input video frames Fig. 8, and tracking becomes more robust
to occlusion by combining the detection result Fig. 9.

B. Simultaneous Performance Comparison

The openness and flexibility of our system makes it possible
to compare the results of different algorithms about the same
video input, simultaneously. These property is very helpful for
developing a robust algorithm, and comparing the performance
with other existing algorithms. As we can see in Fig. 10, our
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Fig. 8. The preprocessing module helps other algorithms’s performance. (a)
and (b) show detection results without/with snow removal filtering [22], (c)
and (d) are detect/track results without/with CLAHE [23], respectively.

newly developed tracker(pink box) achieves the more stable
and accurate tracking performance than other trackers [43]–
[45], and it can be easily checked numerically.

C. Various Module Pipeline Design

Many high-level computer vision research areas, such as
scene understanding and motion analysis, are very wide and
complex that many different approaches are under developing.
Many of the methods are based on the assumption that detec-
tion and tracking performs perfectly. Also each approach has
its own algorithm flow for processing. Our system is suitable
for this flexible data pipelining and algorithm composition.

Fig. 11 shows successfully developed abnormal situation
detection results. Fig. 11(a) shows a result of abnormal trajec-
tory detection using LDA and HMM method [46]. The trained
and tested trajectory data are extracted from detect/track
modules. Fig. 11(b) shows a combinatorial abnormal situation
detection result of abnormal trajectory, region of interest (ROI)
intrusion and abandoned luggage. All the abnormal situations
are successfully detected in our system.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, an integrated system for sustainable develop-
ment of intelligent video surveillance algorithms is introduced.
The entire system consists of independent modules for each
algorithm for which can be freely plugged in and out without

(a) (b)

Fig. 9. (a) shows the result of tracking only, and (b) is the improved result
by merging detection result.
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Fig. 10. Tracking algorithm performance comparison. Our system’s openness
and flexibility make it possible to compare tracker’s performance simultane-
ously. Comparing to other trackers OAB [43], MIL [44] and FRAG [45], the
tracker in PIL-EYE system shows more accurate tracking performance. ((b)
is drawn by matlab using extracted metadata from the system.)

much modification. Also, the independent modular stucture
makes the system flow flexible and extensible. Any kind
of input devices (CCTV camera, PC cam, camcorder, and
video information etc.) can be used for video input data
for a variety of real-time experiment. With these properties,
algorithms in PIL-EYE system created synergy effects so that
detection, tracking, and recognition can achieve more robust
performance.
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